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HERACLITUS’ SENSE OF LOGOS IN THE CONTEXT
OF GREEK ROOT ‘LEG-’ IN EPIC POETS
SUMMARY: The following paper aims to explore some Heraclitus’ fragments
that could entail a personified conception of logos. The first part of the paper
shows the analysis of the authentic sense of the Greek root ‘leg-’. In this part
I followed philologists (among others Chantraine, Narecki) and philosopher
Heidegger, who was a great adherent of understanding the original sources
of Heraclitus’ philosophy. The closing part points to Heraclitus’ fragments in
which the term “logos” is used.
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Heraclitus ( [Hra;kleitov, 540-480) was the first to raise the significant philosophical conception of lo;gov. He wrote a treatise, known as
Peri' fu;sewv,1 about which there is no agreement among scholars if
it was in fact a consistent lecture or just a gnomic collection of loose
sentences. Even ancient Greeks believed that it was incredibly difficult
to understand and obscure. Heraclitus received cognomens a]nikth;v,
“who speaks in riddles” and skoteino;v, “obscure” (DL IX 6), hence
since antiquity many have tried to interpret or comment on his writings (Reale 2008: 93). Heraclitus’ lo;gov could be interpreted in various
ways and he lends new senses to it. That is why they coincide with
such philosophical terms as Ratio, as Verbum, as Wisdom (to' sofo;n),
1
This title was probably added later. Of the whole treatise only extant 126 fragments are accepted as authentic, and there are 15 whose authenticity is not confirmed
(Reale 2008: 93).
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as cosmic law, as intellect (gnw;mh), as fire and a]rch;, as Soul, as war,
as justice, as the logical, as the necessity in thought, as meaning and as
reason, etc. (Heidegger 1995; Reale 2008: 93-102) Although Heraclitus’ philosophy gives ambiguous explanations of this term, he broadens
earlier meanings and tries to clarify this by using verbs to describe.
Simultaneously, the conception of lo;gov became so broad-ranging
that no other earlier term could comprise its meaning. In this paper
I would like to endeavour to analyse some of Heraclitus’ fragments that
broaden the conception of logos on account of his adapting conception
that describes the structure of the world as logical by the discourse of
the philosopher (lo;gov). In the beginning, let us look briefly at the historical literary context of Greek lo;gov that could provide an etymological source for Heraclitus.

1. Literary examples of using lo;gov
The original meaning of this word comes from Greek epic and lyric
poems of Homer and Hesiod and then from the poetry from the 7th-6th
century BC. The Polish researcher K. Narecki refers to the findings of
French philologist H. Fournier who included them in his book Les verbs
‘dire’ en grec ancien (Fournier 1946). The latter showed that the Greek
verb le;gein originally meant “to collect, to gather” (ramasser, recueillir) and it corresponded to the Latin verb legere. This meaning refers
to the distributive-rational function of the root leg-, related to the distribution, gathering, selecting and putting together. P. Chantraine made
a similar observation in the Dictionnaire Étymologique de la langue
grecque. Histoire des mots where under the entry le;gw there are meanings “rassembler, cueillir, choisir” (“to collect, to count”, to choose”),
and then “trier” (“to select”), “lever une taxe” (“to levy a tax”), “faire
attention à” (“to notice”), “compter, énumérer” (“to count”), “débiter
des injures (“to insult”), “discourir” (“to discourse”), “raconter, dire”
(“to tell, to say”) (Chantraine 1968-1980: 625). Generally speaking,
the researchers (Fourier, Narecki, Fattal) divided the meanings of verb
the le;gein into two groups: I. distributive-rational authentic, original
semantic content of the root leg- that meant (1) “to gather, to collect”
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and the like as above, and also (2) “to choose, to count”; II. its other
declarative-expressional value connected with “speaking”.
I. These are the following contexts in Homer’s epic poems of rational and distributive uses of the Greek verb le;gein that are enumerated by Narecki and Fattal (Narecki 1999: 18-20; Fattal 2001: 10).2
(1) First of all it means “to gather”, for example: gathering the young
boys and old men round the city (Il. VIII 518-519: pai#dav prwyh;bav
polikrota;fouv te ge;rontav le;xasyai peri' a/stu); gathering by
the ships (Il. XIII 276: ei] ga'r nu#n pa;ra' nhusi' legoi;meya pa;ntev
a/ristoi); gathering the white bones of Achilles (Od. XXIV 72: h]w#yen
dh; toi le;gomen leu;k’ o]ste;’, ]Acilleu#), of Patroclus (Il. XXIII 276:
o]ste;a Patro;kloio Menoitia;dao le;gomen) or of Hector (Il. XXIV
793: o]ste;a leuka' le;gonto kasi;gnhtoi; y’ e=taroi; te); gathering
something for walls (Od. XVIII 359: ai[masia;v te le;gwn; XXIV 224:
ai[masia''v le;xontev a]lwh#v). (2) Then there are other uses connected
with “choose”: “Achilles chose twelve youths alive out of the river” (Il.
XXI 27: zwou'v e]k potamoi#o duw;deka le;xato kou;rouv), to “count”:
Proteus counted the number of fatted seals, but men among creatures
counted (Od. IV 450-451: eu{re de' fw;kav zatrefe;av, pa;sav d’ a/r’
e]pw;jceto, le;kto d a]riymo;n> e]n d’ h[me;av prw;touv le;ge kh;tesin) (What
is interesting in this passage is that he namely “went over all” the seals
and it means that he had to skim through them like during the reading);
to “pick” the best men in the city (Od. XXIV 108: krina;menov le;xaito
kata' po;lin a/ndrav a]ristouv).
II. On the other hand, the verb le;gein in Homer means the activity
of talking (especially the telling of stories), in which the result is lo;gov,
the word (Narecki 1999: 19). Lo;goi only in plural means “words” in
sense of “a story”, “a tale”. The lo;goi usually implies the ambivalent
meaning of telling a story by which someone could trick and deceive. In
this meaning Patroclus alleviates the pain of wounded Eurypylus with
delightful talk as a pain-relieving drug (Il. XV 392-394: to;fr’ o= g’ e]ni'
klisi;hj a]gaph;norov Eu]rupu;loio h{sto; te kai to'n e/terpe lo;goiv , e]pi'
d’ e=lkei~ lugrwj fa;rmak’ a]ke;smat ’ e/passe melaina;wn o]dua;wn). In
a similar way the nymph Calypso “with soft and wheedling words beguiles him that he may forget Ithaca” (Od. I 56-57: ai]ei' de' malakoi#si
2

Mrówka follows Narecki, see: Mrówka 2004: 22-25.
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kai] ai[ruli;oisi lo;goisin ye;lgei). She namely enchants, lures, and deludes Odysseus with her soft and wily words. Both examples reveal the
conscious act of pseudo-true lying.
According to Narecki, the passing from “gathering” to “speaking”
was possible because of the metaphorical use of le;gein as “to follow or
to run eyes over the list”, “to count” (Lac. legere senatum), “to note”,
“to report”, relate the story” (Narecki 1999: 19). The double value of
the verb le;gein is comprised of both “synthetic” activity of gathering
things as well as the “analytic” procedure of rationally selecting them
by distinguishing some elements of the set (Narecki 1999: 19; Fattal
2001: 10). Then the sense evolved from this distributive-rational function of le;gein into its declarative-expressional value connected with
“speaking”.
Hesiod continues the Homeric tradition of using lo;gov in his poems
Theogony and Works and Days (Narecki 1999: 21). For the most part,
lo;goi are attributed as false and deceitful: the Lying Words (Theog.
229-230: Nei;kea; te qeude;av te Lolouv ]Arfillogi;av te Dusnori;hn
t’ /Athn te, sunh;yeav a<]llh;lhsin) are the offspring of goddess Eris
together with (among others): Quarrels, Disputes, Lawlessness, and
Ruin “all of one nature”. Next, in verse 890, lo;goi has Homeric epithet
ai[muli;oisi, in which Zeus “craftily deceived” his wife Metis “with
cunning words and put her in his own belly” (Theog. 890: to;t’ e/peita
do;lw<j fre;nav e]xapath;sav ai[milioisi lo;goisin e[h'n e]ska;tyeto nhdu'n).
He used the same words in Works and Days in combination with
“sharp speech, lies, stealthy conversation”, that are ascribed to the boy
born onin the sixth day (Op. et dies 789: file;oi d ] o= ge ke;rtoma ba;zein
qeu;dea; y’ ai[muli;ouv te lo;gouv krufi;ouv t ] o]arismou;v).
Moreover, Hesiod was the first who used lo;gov in the singular and
associated it with truth, namely a “well and skilfully” (or wisely) constructed story (Op. et dies 106: ei] d’ e]ye;leiv, e=tero;n toi e]gw'' lo;gon
e]kkorufw;sw eu} kai; e]pistame;nwv). As Narecki argues the adverbial
phrase has to highlight the verb’s meaning – e]kkorufo;w could mean
“to crown, come to a peak, to finish and to shape”, hence “to construct a story well and skilfully” (Narecki 1999: 22; Jurewicz 2000).3
3
There are some differences between entries in English and Polish dictionaries:
when Jurewicz gives as above, for example Liddel-Scott is writing: to bring to a head,
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According to Narecki, first and foremost lo;gov gained both (1) rational
and (2) declarative etymological sense of le;gein, which is connected
with a mental overview of the word’s sequence to join them up together
in one. Thus lo;gov as a result of rationalized activity of speaking is
a spoken word that forms a self-contained and harmonious whole as
a sentence, a proposition, a statement, and then a speech, a story, a tale,
and a narrative (Narecki 1999: 22).
The Greek lyric poets the of 7th-6th centuries added new meanings
to the senses mentioned above (Narecki 1999: 24-51). For example,
in Tyrtaeus it means to esteem, to have a regard for somebody (fr. 12,
v. 1: e]n lo;gwj tina tiye;nai); in Stesichoros: arguments (fr. S 88, col.
2, v. 8: mhde; lo;goiv peiyw;rey’), in Theogonis from Megara: arguments (Theog. 703-704: o=ste kai' e]x ]Ai:dew polui~dri;hisin a]nh#lyen
pei;sav Persefo;nhn ai[muli;oisi lo;goiv), “like r[h#ma the thing spoken
of the subject or matter of the lo;gov” (LSJ lo;gov A VIII) (Theog. 1055:
a]lla' lo;gon me'n tou#ton e]a;somen, au]ta'r e]moi' su; au/lei kai' Mousw#n
mnhso;mey’ a]mfo;teroi); a reckoning, account, bill or relation, proportion (Theog. 417-418: e]v ba;sanon d’ e]lyw'n paratri;bomai w=ste
molu;bdwi cruso;v, u[perteri;hv d’ a/mmin e/nesti lo;gov).
The use of lo;gov is frequent in the lyric poet Pindar (518-438) –
there are 65 examples. Here the main meanings are: “the talk which
one occasions, Lat. fama, mostly in good sense, praise, honour” (LSJ:
lo;gov A III 3), described with enhancing epithets, for example: a]gayo;v
(Pind. N. XI 17: e]n lo;goiv d’ a]stw#n a]gayoi#sin e]painei#syai crew;n),
e]slo;v (Pind. Ist. V 13: ei/ tiv eu]} pa;scwn lo;gon e]slo'n a]kou;hˬj ), a[bro;v
(Pind. Nem. VII 31-32: ti;ma' de' gi;gnetai w{n yeo'v a[bro'n au/xei lo;gon
teynako;twn). Pindar also specifies the meaning that appeared in Theogonis, “the subject, matter” becomes “the essence” that brings a clue
to a sentence and is a much more rational kind of keynote (Narecki
1999: 42). There are many other significant senses in Pindar, some of
which are: “prose-writings, prose”, more common “as Greek prose began with history” (LSJ lo;gov A V 3; Pind. Nem. VI 30: by contrast
with a]oidai'); “a prophecy, divine revelation” (Pind. Pyth. IV 59-60);
“oath” (Pind. Ol. II 90-92); “a justice, verdict, punishment” (Pind. Ol.
Pass. rises with arching crest; kings are on the highest pinnacle; the second meaning is
similar: to tell a tale summarily, state the main points in both (Liddell and Scott 1996).
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II 57-60). One of the strongest rational components of lo;gov are in
these semantic groups of “count, reckoning” (Pind. Ol. VII 86-87); of
“a reason, ground, plea” (Pind. Ist. 59-62) (Narecki 1999: 43-47).
Although at the beginning the expressive element is much stronger
then the rational one, the above-mentioned arguments show clearly
enough that the rationalization process progressed and slowly evolved
and passed from mythical to philosophical thinking (Narecki 1999:
38, 49; Mrugalski 2006: 28). The contrast between lo;gov a]lhyh;v and
qeudh'v mu#yov is especially clear in Pindar’s First Olympian Ode (Pind.
Ol. I 28-29). On the one hand, Pindar’s meanings retain the original
etymological sense but sometimes the expressive element predominates over the rational one and on the contrary (Narecki 1999: 45). On
the other hand, in the course of time the term became more and more
semantically open for receiving new senses. In this context Fattal made
a proposal for dividing philosophical conceptions according to the ability of revealing, first an analytic activity that divides and introduces
division, then a synthetic activity that gathers and joins the respective
meanings of le;gein. In this way he included in the first group the critical and diairetic logos of Parmenides, Plato and Aristoteles and in the
second – the joint logos of Heraclitus, Stoics, St. John and the Qur’an
(Fattal 2001: 11-12). The following part of the article concerns lo;gov
of Heraclitus.

2. What does the lo;gov of Heraclitus mean?
There is no agreement among scholars about which of the foregoing semantic groups the lo;gov of Heraclitus belongs to. Some researchers interpret it in a declarative-expressional way relating its sense
to oratio, the others in da istributive-rational manner referring to its
sources of ratio (Narecki 1999; 54). Narecki agrees with the group that
combines the opinions of both.4 The dispute of scholars is concerned
4
The details of discussion and its development is presented by Narecki (Narecki
1999: 54-60). To the first group belong among others: J. Burnet, O. Gigon, T. F. Glasson, T. M. Robinson; to the second: J. Adam, W. Jaeger, G. S. Kirk, M. Marcovich, D.
M. McKiraham; to the third: A. Joja, E. L. Mirana, W. J. Verdenius, Ch. H. Khan.
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with a question whether there is any doctrine of lo;gov in Heraclitus’
fragments, on which the first group casts doubts while the other maintains the opposite. Finally, the third group emphasises the ambiguous,
gnomic and puzzling character of Heraclitus’ lo;gov fragments. These
latter imply unceasing merging of different levels and senses of lo;gov
and consequently it appears simultaneously as the eternal principle reflected in the philosopher’s thought. In this kind of expression Khan
sees deliberate intent that “opens the possibility that the difficulty of
deciding between them [the readings – M. W.] is itself the intended effect” (Kahn 1979: 97-98). He perceives this as significant because the
complex relation between the surface and the deeper meaning shows
the nature of the lo;gov itself that is not merely the statement, but manifests the structure of the world and is itself hinted at in the words of the
philosopher.
Martin Heidegger, the 20th century philosopher, was one of the first
who remarked on the semantic differences in the original Greek lo;gov
(Mrugalski 2006: 24). He lectured on Heraclitus’ fragments5 and appealed for a return to the authentic meaning of lo;gov, for freeing “ourselves from the opinion that logos and legein originally and authentically mean thinking, understanding, and reason” (Heidegger 2000a:
130). While doing that, he refers to Homer’s passage from the Odyssey
(Od. XXIV 106-108), mentioned in the previous section, but also to Aristotle (Physics Q I 252a13: ta;xiv de' pa#sa lo;gov) in translation: “but
every order has the character of bringing together” (Heidegger 2000a:
132). However, he was aware of the term’s ambiguity and transformation of the meaning:
Who would want to deny that in the language of the Greeks from
early on le;gein means to talk, say, or tell? However, just as early and
even more originally – and therefore already in the previously cited
meaning—it means what our similarly sounding legen means: to lay
down and lay before. In legen a “bringing together” prevails, the Latin
legere understood as lesen, in the sense of collecting and bringing
M. Heidegger lectured on Heraclitus’ fragments e.g. in 1943-44 and 1966-67. The
findings on Heraclitus’ logos were presented by him in Bremen on 4th of May 1951:
Logos (Heraklit, Fragment 50) (1951) (Heidegger 2000b: 211-234), English translation
in Heidegger (1995), Polish translation in Heidegger (1998).
5
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together. Le;gein properly means the laying-down and laying-before
which gathers itself and others. The middle voice, le;gesyai, means to
lay oneself down in the gathering of rest; le;ktov. is the resting place;
lo;gov is a place of ambush [or a place for lying in wait] where something
is laid away and deposited. (The old word a]le;gw) (a] copulativum),
archaic after Aeschylus and Pindar, should be recalled here: something
“lies upon me”, it oppresses and troubles me.) (Heidegger 1995: 60).

According to Heidegger, the primary meaning of lo;gov is “gathering” as “laying one thing next to another, bringing them together as
one” in contrast with the other (Heidegger 2000a: 131). He gives arguments that it is the authentic sense that had been used by Heraclitus. The
question is how did the changes of senses occur and how “to lay” passed
into “to say” and “to talk” (Heidegger 1995; Heidegger 2000a: 132).
Heidegger faults Christianity, mainly the early Church Fathers, for
misinterpretation of Heraclitus’ philosophy. According to him, they
wrongly assumed that he was a predecessor of teaching on the logos in
New Testament, precisely in the prologue to St. John’s Gospel, where
logos is Christ (Heidegger 2000a: 133). He states that lo;gov does not
mean here the same as in Heraclitus: “Being of beings, the gatheredness
of that which contends, but logos means one particular being, namely
the Son of God” (Heidegger 2000a: 143). What is more, another connotation that stems from the Greek translation of the Old Testament,
the Septuagint, means: “an order, a commandment”, but also is used in
meanings: kh#rux a/ggelov, “the messenger, the emissary who transmits
commandments and orders” (Heidegger 2000a: 143). This doctrine was
developed by the Jewish philosopher Philo where lo;gov was the conception of God’s mind directed to the act of creation (Osmański 2001:
47).6 Thus lo;gov mediates in the creation. In a similar way Christ as
the mediator is lo;gov-mesi;tev and lo;gov tou# staurou#, “the announcement of the Cross” (Heidegger 2000a: 143) Heidegger argues for an
insurmountable gulf between lo;gov of Heraclitus and of the Bible.
In the following part of the article I analyse selected fragments of
Heraclitus, in which there are verbal descriptions of lo;gov.
6
For more on Philo’s conception of creation see the detailed analysis of M. Osmański in Logos i stworzenie. Filozoficzna interpretacja traktatu De opificio mundi Filona
z Aleksandrii.
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3. Does lo;gov of Heraclitus comprise any hints on
personalised description?
First and foremost, as Mrówka noticed, lo;gov seems to be the most
important term of Heraclitus. It occurs eleven times in fragments: B1,
B2, B 31, B 39, B 45, B 50, B 72, B 87, B 108, B 115 (Mrówka 2004:
22).
All of Heraclitus’ fragments that survived to our times start with
a description of lo;gov (B1) that evidently opened the book (Sextus,
Aristotle). He apparently followed early prose authors’ tradition, who
used to start their treatises with a reference to lo;gov in the meaning of
discourse (Kahn 1979: 97).
B1 tou# de' lo;gou tou#d’ e]o;ntov a]ei' a]xu;netoi gi;nontai a/nyrwpoi kai'
pro;syen h\ a]kou#sai kai' a]kou'santev to' prw#ton> ginome;nwn gar pa;ntwn
kata' to'n lo;gon to;de a]pei;roisin e]oi;kasi, peirw;menoi kai' e]pe;wn kai'
e/rgwn toiou;twn, o[koi;wn e]gw' dihgeu#mai kata' fu;sin diaire;wn e/kaston
kai' fra;zwn o=kwv e/cei. tou'v de; a/llouv a]nyrw;pouv lanya;nei o[ko;sa
e]gerye;ntev poiou#sin, o=kwsper o[ko;sa eu=dontev e]pilanya;nontai.
Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. VII 132

The fragment has plenty of contradictory interpretations, but at the
same time is thought as the most significant one. First, there is a syntactic problem as Aristotle noticed in Rhetoric (Rhet. 1407b 11), precisely
because of the lack of punctuation the word a]ei; (“always, forever”)
construes either with the preceding words (“this logos is forever”) or
with the following (“men always fail to comprehend”) (Kahn 1979: 93;
Kirk 1962: 34). The modern interpreters argued for the first as well as
for the second option.7 Khan proposes to take the adverb both ways,8 on
account of Heraclitus common method of ambiguity and puzzles that
makes him resemble the enigmatic Delphic Oracle (Mrówka 2004: 20).
Khan suggests two interpretations: (1) e]o;ntov ai]ei; was the common
Homeric phrase for the gods (“everlasting, live forever”) that is conThe former construction has been defended by e.g. Gigon, Guthrie, Fränkel, West,
the latter Reinhard, Snell, Kirk, Marcovich, Bollack, Wismann (listings e.g. Kahn 1979:
93; Kirk 1962: 34)
8
The same position is represented by e.g. Robinson, Narecki, Mrówka.
7
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firmed by parallel structure in fragment B 30 of the description of another Heraclitus concept of the “Fire” (pu#r a]ei;zwon).9 (2) what he calls
“veridical use of the verb, where e]sti or e]w#n (Attic w/n) means ‘is true,
is so’: o[ e]w#n lo;gov will be ‘the true report’, ‘an account which states
the facts’”, in this case the sentence is: “Although this logos is true,
men are forever incapable of understanding it” (Kahn 1979: 93-94).
It is important if one assumes that it was the intended effect of philosophical significance. It results in understanding Heraclitus’ lo;gov as
“the eternal structure of the world” that “manifests itself in discourse”
(Kahn 1979: 94).
According to Kahn, this ambiguity suggests that Heraclitus’ lo;gov
is somehow different from usual the “report” of Ionian preambles
(Kahn 1979: 97). That lo;gov is something more than simply philosophical “discourse” or “report” (even if it is such at the same time).
It is something universal, eternal, divine and creative: things occur in
accordance with it (ginome;nwn ga'r pa;ntwn kata' to'n lo;gon to;nde), it is
“common” (koino;v)10 or “shared” (xuno;v) by all:
B2 tou# lo;gou d’ e]o;ntov zunou xw;ousin oi[ polloi' w[v i]di;an e/contev
fro;nhsin.
Sextus Empiricus, Adv. Math. VII 133

Another theme that is alluded to in fragment B1 is “hearing” and
“comprehending” that recur many times in the subsequent passages.11
Heraclitus complains about deafness and mindlessness of his audience,
and what is more surprising, he expects that they ought to listen to him
even before “they have heard [his] discourse”, understand it before the
words are uttered. Therefore, by virtue of what was said, lo;gov has to
represent “a truth that was there all along: if like a Fire, it always was
and is and will be” (B 30) (Kahn 1979: 98), eternal and universal truth.
9
B 30 ko;smon to;nde, to'n au]to'n a[pa;ntwn, ou/te tiv yew#n ou/te a]nyrw;pwn e]poi;hsen,
a]ll ] h/n a]ei' kai' e]stin kai' e/stai pu#r a]ei;zwon, a[pto;menon me;tra kai' a]posbennu;menon
me;tra. (Clem., Strom. V 14,104,2)
10
There is a question of the authenticity of previous fragment, mentioned by Sextus,
if it is his gloss (Diels, Kranz): dio' dei# e=pesyai twj# [ xunw#j toute;sti twj]: koinw#j. xuno'v
ga'r o[koino;v. (Mrówka 2004: 34).
11
B 34, B 55, B 101a, B 107, B 19, B 108, B 50 etc. (Kahn 1979: 98).
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In the next sentence, as Kahn points out, Heraclitus contrasts the
everlasting law with the mankind’s incompetent response to the appeal of the lo;gov. The tension between two senses of lo;gov (the actual words and rational content) is even heightened. The inexperience
of men embraces not only Heraclitus’ words (e]pe;a), but also facts
(e/rga) that he explains, although he distinguishes ‘all according to
its fu;siv (kata' fu;sin diaire;wn e=kaston) and tells ‘how it is ‘(o=kwv
e/cei) (B 1). The general condition of mankind is characterised as if
they were sleepers, who could not grasp the lo;gov – by this the author
expresses “the idea of cognitive alienation” and ignorance (Kahn 1979:
99). This is also the way in which Heraclitus sets boundaries of his
doctrine or the framework of its understanding. What is more, from
the very beginning, as was mentioned above, he describes the crowd as
axu;netoi, what appeals to their mindlessness: (a]-) xu'n no;wj. As Narecki
noticed, Heraclitus probably admitted a double etymology of the notion (Narecki 1999: 63). The first meaning of xu'n no;wj is “according to
the mind”, and the second meaning of xuno;v is “together, in common,
shared” (as B2) (Kahn 1979: 29). The universality of the lo;gov is imperceptible because of people’s ignorance, a-]xu;n-etoi, those who could
not comprehend what was explained. The mindlessness of the crowd
is a contrast to lo;gov that is mindful (rational) and common (koino;v as
Sextus Empiricus transmit).12 Mankind as a whole and every individual
person should participate in the lo;gov, the primordial, common and
rational reality. As a result is received the next meaning of lo;gov connected with the Mind and intelligence. In this case the universality of
knowledge is a contrast to private beliefs and opinions (B2: i]di;an e/con
tev fro;nhsin). Because of that, “common” (xuno'v) means not only that
the lo;gov is shared by everything, not only the public or the community
in contrast to the private, but also a “common consent” and a “common cause”, in the meaning of agreement and alliance which combine
differences in one (Kahn 1979: 101). That is connected somehow in
Heraclitus with the wisdom of listeners, where “common” (xuno'v)
could mean “understanding” or “intelligence”, like in fragment B50.
The sense of “consensus” lurks behind the notion o[molegei#n. Khan
notices also in fragment B114 the phonetic echo of xu'n no;wi le;gontev
12

See the footnote 9.
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in phrase tw#i no;wj pa;ntwn, where is explicated that “what is common”
is a base for “speaking with understanding”, because this is like the one
and divine nomos (e[nov tou# yei;ou).13 The individual does not distribute the wisdom, because the individual is not in possession of it, what
could seem strange for our individualistic way of thinking. The private
fro;nhsiv of the men’s claim in fragment B2 (that means ‘thinking’, ‘intelligence’, ‘good sense’, ‘practical wisdom’) dissonances with lo;gov,
is opposed to him. It ought to be remembered that the “community”
of the lo;gov expresses a structure of all things and, as Kahn writes “is
therefore a public possession in principle available to all men, since it
is ‘given’ in the immanent structure of their shared experience” (Kahn
1979: 101). The lo;gov unifies the rationality of men, signifies “the exercise of intelligence as such, the activity of nou#v or fro;nhsiv”, “itself the reflection of underlying unity of all nature” (Kahn 1979: 102).
Khan notices that the rationality of the lo;gov could be expressed not
only in speech, but also in thought and action – the ideas comprised in
classic Greek poetry (e.g. in Herodotus). According to him, “the conception of lo;gov as self-subsistent power or principle is foreign to the
usage of Heraclitus” (Kahn 1979: 102). Nevertheless, the lo;gov seems
to be something more than it was in Herodotus and closer precisely to
the Stoic conception (in defiance of what Kahn writes): more divine
and rational, more a kind of principle.

In the last section I will examine Heraclitus’ fragment B50:

B 50 ou]k e]mou, a]lla' tou# lo;gou a]kou;santav o[molegei#n sofo;n e]stin
e`n pa;nta ei}nai.
Hippolytus, Refutatio omnium haeresium, IX 9

Again in this fragment there occurs the metaphor of hearing, having heard and in result of what appears o[molegei#n, consensus of thinking and saying in agreement about pa;nta, all things that are One.14
B 14: xu'n no;wi le;ontav i]scuri;zesyai crh' tw#i xunw#i pa;ntw#n, o=kwsper no;mwi
po;liv, kai' polu'i]scurote'rwv. tre;fontai ga'r pa;ntev oi[ a]nyrw;peioi no;moi u[po' e[no'v
tou# yei;ou katei# ga'r tosou#ton. o[ko;son e]ye;lei kai' e]xarkei# pa#si kai' perigi;netai.
(Stobaeus, Flor. III 1,179 [III 129 Hense
14
e`n pa;nta ei}nai is correction of Miller, accepted by Bywatera and Dielsa. The
codex of Parisinus notes: e`n pa;nta ei]de;nai. (Mrówka 2004: 159).
13
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Heidegger writes: “Heraclitus here considers a hearing and a saying.
He expresses what the lo;gov says: e=n pa;nta, all is One”. This fragment seems to correspond to what was said above. Kahn and Mrówka
notice that it is very likely that with this fragment Heraclitus returns to
the logos theme at the end of the introductory section, which creates
“a kind of ring composition” (Kahn 1979: 130).
Kahn writes: “listening to the logos will imply the conception of
the world order as a meaningful language which one hears with more
or less comprehension” (Kahn 1979: 130). Heraclitus appears here as
a prophet of the lo;gov who tries to make this discourse distinguishable.
When lo;gov is identified with human speech, that means distance was
removed (Mrówka 2004: 158). A man became a revelation place of the
lo;gov, a place of true wisdom. Reality, so also a being, discourse, intelligence become the lo;gov. In this case individuality represents what
was “universal” and “common”, the discourse of every soul that identifies with the lo;gov. Hence the following statement “all things are one”,
according to which is wise o[molegei#n or o[mo-le;gein in the etymological meaning of “speaking together with, saying the same thing” (Kahn
1979: 130) and then comprehending. Unity between the common and
the private, the “fitting of the private to the public, the personal to universal” (Kahn 1979: 131) means wisdom, sofo;n. Does an individual
lose its individuality in public? The language functions as a unifying element of the world’s structure. An individuality must suit the structure
of the world, to agree with its personal interests with the public, in the
meaning of some ideal, sofo;n.
The following words: e=n pa;nta ei}nai are the first dogma of Heraclitus’ ontology, in which the lo;gov claims that it is the one that gathers
in one all things (Mrówka 2004: 159). The tension between isolation
and community is strengthened until it has been abolished. “This is the
earliest extant statement of systematic monism, and probably the first
such statement ever made in Greece” (Kahn 1979: 131).15 As Mrówka
says, the condition for that was the negation of the self that the philosopher did at the beginning by the statement: ou]k e]mou#. This is as if
15
Kahn notices that the Milesians’ theories „must have provided the background for
Heraclitus’ thesis” (Kahn 1979: 131), but they were not monists in a strict sense.
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intuition of later mystical thought with the negation of self that leads to
finding the self at a higher level (Mrówka 2004: 160).

CONCLUSIONS
The notion of the lo;gov gradually evolved its meaning from distributive-rational to declarative-expressional – a change which was
necessary for such a philosophical conception as Heraclitius’, where
the lo;gov is more rational and more fundamental for the structure of
the world. The lo;gov identified with the word of a philosopher gathers
in one the structure of the world. Simultaneously, the place where the
lo;gov reveals itself is philosophical discourse. Rationality and declaration are two sides of the same coin. Heraclitus’ philosophical conception was interpreted as preceding New Testament’s lo;gov, though
modern scholars try to cleanse it from later misunderstandings. However, understanding Heraclitus’ lo;gov as it was personal could not be
correct.16 One of the reasons is that at this point in time the ancients
had not created the personal concept of the lo;gov which Christianity
later provided (Heidegger 2000a). W. Jaeger argued that “all Heraclitus’ remarks about man’s relation to God seek assiduously to keep God
free from any human features” (Jaeger 1947: 126). Nevertheless, verbal
activities of the lo;gov could imply some coincidences. Especially when
Heraclitus used the lo;gov for describing the identity of his voice with
the truth. So, it is not without reason that the early Church Fathers connected the lo;gov of Heraclitus with Christ of the New Testament.
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